
16TH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT COULD REWRITE AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

FACTS

The theory of Portuguese discovery of Australia claims that early Portuguese navigators were The Dieppe maps, a
group of 16th-century French world maps , which depict a large .. likely to "rewrite" Australian History because they
suggest a foreign presence in .. "16th-century manuscript could rewrite Australian history".

The machine translator works by analysing hundreds of millions of documents that have been translated by
humans. In addition to the Canadian team, other researchers have proposed the manuscript is written in
Hebrew. A worker showed him a set of five keys he claimed to have found the day before. I am by no means
alone in believing that the NLA's recently acquired maps contain evidence of a Portuguese discovery of
Australia. The evidence indicates they sailed first down Australia's west coast. He pointed out that "a difficulty
arises from the necessity of supposing at least two separate voyages of discovery, one on each coast, though
absolutely no record of any such exists". Mendonca's fleet appears to have finished its charting of the west
coast in early summer. But, more likely, they probably haven't. Previous Voynich researchers have assumed
the manuscript has a European origin, but after studying the plants, Tucker and Talbert suggest it might come
from Mexico. He stressed this to point out "that the Mahogany Ship , and the Geelong Keys , and other things
of that sort, are not part of the proof that the Portuguese discovered Australia. King has also argued that Jave
la Grande on the Dieppe maps is a theoretical construction, reflecting 16th-century views of cosmography.
The blue paint proved to be ground azurite with minor traces of the copper oxide cuprite. This map is
contained in the Vallard Atlas, produced in  Advocates of the Portuguese discovery theory endeavour to
explain away this Most remarkably of all, on this coastline Desceliers has written a place name that is virtually
identical to this location's present-day Australian name. Peter Pridmore of La Trobe University has suggested
the marginalia depicts an aardvark. And if this were not sufficient evidence of authenticity, further north
Desceliers' year-old map also depicts unmistakably west Australia's great Ningaloo Reef, the world's largest
west coast coral reef. How can we be sure that these maps have their origins in a Portuguese voyage? The first,
drawn by the eminent French cartographer Pierre Desceliers in , depicts the west coast of a southern continent
he calls Java la Grande, which is arguably one of the first-ever representations of Australia. Historiography[
edit ] Development of the theory in the 19th century[ edit ] Although Scotsman Alexander Dalrymple wrote
on this topic in , [9] it was R. And, of course, the library also firmly upholds the accepted view that Captain
Cook was the first European to sail along and chart Australia's east coast. McIntyre acknowledged in his book
that Cook may have been told this by the lookout or boat crew, but added it was a "peculiar remark to make.
The ductus flows smoothly, giving the impression that the symbols were not enciphered ; there is no delay
between characters, as would normally be expected in written encoded text. So why is the NLA not displaying
either of its newly acquired Dieppe maps in its blockbuster exhibition? It may, at the same time, be admitted,
that a part of the west and north-west coasts, where the coincidence of form is most striking, might have been
seen by the Portuguese themselves, before the year , in their voyages to, and from, India". He tried to interest
people in translating it, but alas, none have succeeded. Cornelis secured his release only when Dutch
merchants in Amsterdam joined forces to pay a huge fine - in return for a pledge from Cornelis to share with
them everything he knew. By then, a mere two decades after Vasco da Gama's epic voyage to India, Portugal
under King Manuel I had been transformed from one of Europe's poorest countries to one of its richest, thanks
to its monopoly of the spice trade from the East. His book Beyond Capricorn, describing the Portuguese
discovery of Australia, was published in  The similarity between the drawing inks and text inks suggested a
contemporaneous origin. Based on modern analysis using polarized light microscopy PLM , it has been
determined that a quill pen and iron gall ink were used for the text and figure outlines; the colored paint was
applied somewhat crudely to the figures, possibly at a later date. The distribution of letters within words is
also rather peculiar: Some characters occur only at the beginning of a word, some only at the end, and some
always in the middle section. In , cryptanalyst Elizebeth Friedman described such attempts as "doomed to utter
frustration".


